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Most important factors a customer prefers before visiting a restaurant; food taste, cost and 

service. Many of them face different experiences during their visit to a restaurant as some 

customers like their food and service but others do not have a good experience. One of the main 

reasons in customer dissatisfaction from a restaurant is waiting time (ordering the food) and bad 

service from the staff. This problem is not only for the customers but also for the management as 

they loss their loyal customers due to this factors.   

Green touch not only solves the need of a customer but also wants for a management in their 

restaurant by Green-Touch digital menu software with complete package of features to bring the 

restaurant into a new digital age. Our digital menu software can be integrated with Ipad, android 

tablets and it is completely user-friendly. Customers can see all the food items in a colorful 

display and with high resolution images and can order their food directly from the device without 

waiting for any waiter. With this digital menu at their table customers look the dishes what they 

eat before it arrives to their table, and also orders more which are no planned before their arrive; 

this increases the revenue and sales for the restaurant.

Green-touch digital menu provides many benefits compared to the old traditional way of serving 

the customers. These digital menus can be electronically updated with new features all the day 

within minutes. The prices of the items can be changed and the offers can also be updated 

instantly. As waiters in a restaurant can be a problem any day with their behavior to the 

customers, which results in losing your customers. Where as in other hand anyone who comes to 

a restaurant can directly order their food without waiting for a waiter, can benefits more features 

using this digital menu which are placed on their tables. 
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within minutes. The prices of the items can be changed and the offers can also be updated 

instantly. As waiters in a restaurant can be a problem any day with their behavior to the 

customers, which results in losing your customers. Where as in other hand anyone who comes to 

a restaurant can directly order their food without waiting for a waiter, can benefits more features 

using this digital menu which are placed on their tables.   

The objective of our company for next five years includes: 

• Offering our software service to all hospitality industries, with more economical price. 

• Provide software maintenances and customer care service to each of our client. 

• Upgrade new versions and troubleshooting software whenever needed for the customer. 

• Company employs new strategies to gain customers value and to achieve growth within 

couple of years. 

Green touch mission is to provide customers with high quality digital menu software service at 

affordable pricing. We make the hospitality industry into digitalized one by providing our 

software service, which will help them in serving their customers. We would like to retain and 

continue our service and keep a long-term relationship with our clients. Company knows that the 

secret success depends on how well we provide our service to the restaurant management. 

The main key successes of our company are: 

• Unique software developed with latest technology. 

• We will provide a prompt customer services and competitive pricing for the digital menu 

software. 

• The market size is very huge, so company can make huge profit with the steady growth 

of sales in future market. 



Green Touch will soon be launched at Hyderabad, which is located in the south east part of 

India. Initially the company will have a close contact with the clients to explain all the benefits of 

the digital menu. We take our clients requests and develop the software by adding additional 

requested features to the software and successfully deliver it to our clients.    

Green Touch is owned and operated by the co-founders, Rakesh and Navaneethan. It is a 

privately held corporation with equal equity to both Co-founders.

Green Touch start-up costs will cover all major requirement of running the company, which 

includes the costs of developing software and licensing, Website development office equipment 

and supplies, company vehicle, capital to cover all the losses in the first fiscal year and also all 

the expenses required to run the business on the daily basis for the first year. 

Start up expenses                                      costs  
Insurance INR 22,000 

Registration fees INR 25,000 

Software development INR 1,100,000 

Website development INR 50,000 

Payroll INR 120,000 

Office rent INR 10,000 

Computer  INR 84,000 

Internet  INR 2,000 

Electricity bill INR 1,500 

Phone bill INR 2,000 

Broachers INR 20,000 

Marketing & advertising  INR 200,000 

Travelling  INR 10,000 

Utilities  INR 25,000 

Total start up expenses INR 1,671,500 



Additional Cash required  INR 762,500 

Total  INR 2,434,000 

Green Touch brings you all in One Digital Menu Software, which gives all restaurant customers 

to experience your menus to life like never before with vivid, colorful with tablet displays and 

high-resolution images/pictures of every offered food item. Basically in a large list of food items, 

most items on paper/text menus go unordered because of lack of exposure. With Green Touch 

comprehensive cataloging of menu items, restaurant patrons are provided with enticing visuals of 

your entire menu, exposing them to new food they would have otherwise never been ordered. 

During our research in this digital menu arena, we found that customers are likely to order 20% 

more food with bright visual aids as opposed to strictly text descriptions.  

Green touch provides high tech digital menu software system to the restaurants which facilitates 

customers to order their food directly from the table without waiting for a waiter. This digital 

menu software can be installed in devices such as IPAD and android tablets.  

Digital menu system consists of exact food picture with description and ingredients, like texture, 

garnishes, aroma, taste, flavor, color and appearance of the food items. These descriptions 

provides information about the food item with balanced diet, nutritious says what customers are 

likely to want the food and not just what you think they should have. By this tangible type of 

digital menu system people can see the food items directly which will increase the sales of the 

restaurant. Some of the results show that, restaurants increase their sales by 10% by seeing 

colorful images on digital menus compared to that of text/paper menus. 1  2 

 



Green Touch Solutions is an innovative company which produces Digital menu software arena 

that offers all our customers/favors clients with complete maintenance and with 24/7 customer 

care support. Our main aim is to provide all in one digital solution for the hospitality industry 

(restaurants) by offering advanced/high-tech technology which enables restaurant businesses to 

be much more productive by reducing work flow for its employees and yet substantially increase 

profits to the business. 

Our Green Touch digital menu software increase profits of the restaurant in more than one; now 

customers can view the actual image of their dishes, instant waiter service/support in just one 

click, you can even increase your advertising/marketing by allowing the customers to 

recommend your restaurant/dishes to their Facebook friends from the table, nothing but a free 

publicity. In general we increase total customers spend and total revenue, costs saving on staff 

productivity and a complete optimized dining experience for the customers by our Digital menus.   

Green Touch has developed an All in One ordering technology that allows customers to order 

dishes digitally directly from the tablet. The ordering system can operate on two different 

platforms, Android or Apple. Our product works of iCloud technology with a standalone backup 

server. This entire system is configured with an existing POS system in the restaurant. 

Communication system is done with WIFI technology and cloud computing system and all the 

data can be directly stored their POS system.  

 

Green Touch solutions utilize an advanced and high-technology platform to produce our all in 

one ordering digital menu software. This allows customers to order dishes directly from the 

table. And also the ordering system software can work on two different devices such as tablet 

IPad and Android. It can be easily accessed by the restaurant management which can be 

integrated with the existing POS system of the restaurant; the below diagram shows the 

functioning of digital menus in the restaurant. 
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• Easy to handle the account and modify at any time. 

 

Green Touch is the first Digital Menu Services in Indian market and there is no replica of our 

company. So we don’t have direct competitor but there may be few types of indirect competitors 

like software developer and IT professional can be our future competitors. Our company 

provides digital menus software service to all kind of hospitality industries and we particularly 

target middle and high end restaurants. Our primary market place will be Hyderabad as the entire 

city consists of about 2400 restaurants, food courts, fast food, etc. This provides an opportunity 

to establish the business arena for future market growth. Green touch will be focusing primarily 

on two broad categories of restaurants: mid level and high end restaurants [3 & 5 stars]. 

Green Touch has three main market segments middle, high and low level restaurants; our 

software sales depend on market segment and the number of unit they purchase. Since middle 

level restaurants are our main target,  

Middle level restaurants:  

We divide the market segment depending upon the size and the sales force in the market. 

Middle level restaurants are our primary market segment as they always look to reduce their 

investment and employees payroll to gain high profits.  So we take this opportunity to build a 

better platform with the restaurant management, and explain about the benefits of our software 

service and convince them in such a way to implement this digital technology in their 

restaurants. We have a start up business in Hyderabad which is at southern most part of India 

which has about 2400 middle level restaurants found to be the sustainable business arena.3 

Totally 80% of the market will be middle ranged industries. In this segment we particularly 

target family restaurants and new restaurants which are going to start.  

 http://in.local.yahoo.com/search?p=restaurants+hyderabad&busi=restaurants&addr=hyderabad&hs=1&lat=&lon=&locac=0
> [Accessed on March 14, 2012].
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Companies’ main aim is to provide best software solution to targeted market segment. We 
promise the restaurants to yield the maximum profit by implementing Green Touch digital menu 
system. Our target market strategy is designed based on geographic, demographic, psychological 
segmentation. 

Geographical segmentation: As our company targets the middle level restaurants in 
Hyderabad which is the fourth popular city in India.  

Demographic segmentation: As per 2012 statistics the target market place [Hyderabad] 

has population of about 7.27 million with 80.96% are literate. Since technology improves very 

fast people also wish and adapt to the new technologies. 

Psychological segmentation: Mostly people from urban population like new fashion and 

trends in their life. Young people and even family members wish to experience new way of 

services and new technology. 

All these three segmentation together make a very good target market. Our targeted customers 

are middle level and high level restaurants because they are likely to look for good and better 

way of hospitality service for their customers.  

Green Touch provides software as a service (SaaS) which helps restaurant a quality service that 

meets the demand in this competitive environment. This digital menu software service provides 

value to our customers. Our service is unique and there is no direct competitor in the market who 

serves digital menu software.  Restaurants managements are allowed to choose their subscription 

plan for the software. Company has the copy rights and license for the digital menu software. 

Restaurants management can easily understand about the concept of our software service and 

benefits provided and will mostly like implement it in their restaurants.   



Trade shows, Words of mouths, Broachers and advertisements on news letter are some of our 

main marketing strategy to explain about the benefits of the digital menu system. Cost leadership 

and differentiation are also important strategy focused on competitors. 

The buying pattern of software package and service will depend on their size of the restaurant 

industry. Since there is no direct competitor right now we can increase the price of the software 

and service provided, but to have an eye catch we would like to have a steady pricing strategy. 

By getting majority places and better response from the customers our revenue streams upward 

to growth pattern. 

  

Our digital menu software can be incorporated with the modern devices like IPAD or Android 

devices. The acceptance level of this software service will be a challenging one for the company 

as in initial phase but as customers get used to the benefits and easy accessibility of the software. 

Finally results to a gradual growth in the company. 

Convincing the restaurant management by explaining about the software for implementation is 

the hardest part in the business. When customers feel that the service is really beneficial to them 

every restaurant management will be ready to pay for it. High quality software and 24/7 

customer care service is provided to retain clients for a long term. 

Since Green Touch is the first mover in the market which is the main advantage but new entrants 

may weaken the company’s competitive edge. 



• Green Touch provides a unique software service.  

• This digital menu software is easy to access by restaurant management.  

• The software developed is legally registered and company has the copy and patent rights. 

•  The major strength of the company is our management team; we have technically skilled 

management. 

• Since Green Touch is a startup company, we have only limited finance to cover the entire 

restaurant industries in a particular city.  

• The next important problem is the technology, as we know that technology improves 

every day it is difficult to find and match the best technology suits to our software 

business. 

• Our market size is very huge and will have a steady growth in future businesses.  

• The first start up business place is Hyderabad which has more than 2400 middle & high 

end restaurants.  

• The software service provided by Green Touch has no competitors in present market 

segment. But in future it is easy for new entrants to enter into this market.  

• There is also equal probability that restaurants might not accept the sudden changes in 
restaurant.  



Green Touch Inc has a SaaS (Software as a Service) business model, and it is important for us to 

reach the potential customers, explain them with all the benefits and features of our service and 

make them to subscribe with our service. We mostly focus to maintain good relationships with 

them in order to sustain with our company. Our main is to provide a better software service with 

24/7 customer care. Our challenging event is to create a best reputation from the restaurant 

management as well as from the end customers who experiences it. By providing quality 

software and services our company would like to get the best brand name of our software 

product and also positive response from the customers. 

As globalization in technology is rapidly increasing, we bring new technology to the hospitality 

industry and make customers experience new way of ordering food. The reality behind is many 

customers are not having awareness about the modern technology and the adapting capability to 

it. To overcome this situation we follow few strategies to explain about our services. 

• Trade shows is our main marketing strategy where we promote our digital menu software 

and its benefits. 

• We also provide beta version of our software with a money back guarantee. 

• Conducting workshops, events where we exhibit our software functions and its usages.  

• Broacher’s distribution to all the restaurants. 

• Direct contact with the restaurant and list out our software services and advantages of it. 

• We provide video demos and tutorials of digital menu software in our website. 

After installation of digital menu software in any restaurant we need to analysis the customer’s 

behaviors and their interest. The feedback and suggestions from customers and restaurant 

management are very much important to improve the software. So we need to focus both the 

restaurant as well as the end customers to find the correct solution for customer satisfaction.  

Green Touch provides the software service with three different costs. Initial one time installation 

cost and then followed by monthly and maintenance cost. Installation cost is onetime payment 



when a customer takes our service for the first time. The installation cost of one unit software 

package is Rs 25,000. Monthly subscription cost (Rs 7000) is the cost paid by the restaurant 

management for ever month for using our software package. In future customer can change or 

upgrade their present subscribed software package to their suitable version whenever needed. 

Maintenance cost for the digital menu software will be paid along with the other two payments. 

This maintenance cost is for the purpose of service, upgrading, bugging and troubleshooting 

issues and the cost will be Rs 10,000 for every month.  

The Pricing for our service will be same for the three market segment. Depending upon the 

number of tables we can provide some additional features to the particular restaurant. We will 

have some beta versions of our software for the restaurants to test our service, so that they can 

able to notice all the benefits of our service.  

Features Cost 

Installation cost 25000 

Monthly cost  

Maintenance cost 10000 

Total cost 42000 

Green touch targets middle range restaurants with an average of more than 2000 
restaurants in one particular city of south India. 

Initially we started our sales in the month of March with 3 connections and increase 

gradually to 55 connections by the end of year 1. In the year 2 and year 3 we will able to reach 

our connections 152 and 213. So totally we have 420 connections for 3 years of our sales. The 

subscription costs will be added to sales of every month. Our sales forecast model all includes 

the sales with other two costs; software cost and yearly maintenance cost.   



Month No of 
Connection

s 

Installation cost

Jan        00 INR -   0 

Feb        00 INR -   0 

Mar 03  INR 75,000 

Apr 03 INR 75,000.00 

May 05 INR 125,000.00 

June 05 INR 125,000.00 

July 05 INR 125,000.00 

Aug 05 INR 125,000.00 

Sep 05 INR 125,000.00 

Oct 08 INR 200,000.00 

Nov 08 INR 200,000.00 

Dec 08 INR  200,000.00 

Total 55 INR 1,375,000.00 

Monthly cost Yearly Maintenance Total cost 

INR -   0                      INR -   0                         INR -   0                    

INR -   0 INR -  0   INR -   0                    

INR 21,000.00  INR 30,000.00  INR 126,000.00  

 INR 21,000.00  INR 30,000.00  INR 126,000.00  

INR 35,000.00  INR 50,000.00  INR 210,000.00  

INR 35,000.00  INR 50,000.00  INR 210,000.00  

INR 35,000.00  INR 50,000.00  INR 210,000.00  

INR 35,000.00   INR  50,000.00  INR 210,000.00  

INR 35,000.00  INR 50,000.00  INR 210,000.00  

INR 56,000.00  INR 80,000.00  INR 336,000.00  

INR 56,000.00  INR 80,000.00   INR 336,000.00  

INR 56,000.00  INR 80,000.00   INR 336,000.00  

INR 385,000.00   INR 550,000.00   INR 2,310,000.00 

Total with monthly 
cost 

    INR -   0                         

 INR -   0                        

INR 126,000.00  

INR 147,000.00  

INR 252,000.00  

INR 287,000.00  

 INR 322,000.00  

INR 357,000.00  

 INR 392,000.00  

INR 553,000.00  

INR 609,000.00  

INR 665,000.00  

INR 3,710,000.00 
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the Oct and we will provide this to some of our target restaurants where they use of service. We 

will start our first sales in first quarter of 2013. 

 

Green Touch provides website where customers can get information about the software 

description. Visitors to website will be provided with service we offer to the restaurants, software 

description and technology. And also regarding rates of software both monthly and yearly plans. 

Customers can place their orders through website. Demo version of digital menu software will be 

available for the customers to try the product. Video tutorials for usage of software will be 

provided to the customers. 

Our main website strategy is to cover potential customers through our digital menu 

software, prices rate of software and customer care support. Company encourages customers to 

visit the website not to create traffic in website; instead it is focused on how to bring sales for the 

company. Green Touch Company provides the entire convincing factor for the customer to 

utilize our product and make them as our client. One of the important factors to consider, any 



service based business is to retain their clients for a long term here we provide many solutions 

and benefits. The important strategies of the website are; 

• Provide trial version for the customers who need to try our software. 

• Customers can place their orders online with their contact details. 

• Video demos, tutorials and snap shots of the entire software usage will be provided in the 

website. 

• Customer care support will be available online for 24/7 to take care of any trouble 

shooting problems in software. 

 

Since our main business is on software sales. We will maintain the website with best and 

professional look for the easy access to customers. 

 

Green Touch is owned and operated by Rakesh Pallati and Navaneethan Govindaraju with equal 

equity in the company, and also the directors. As the company, being small in nature, it just 

requires a simple organizational structure. The company is organized with a good management 

team who are well-functioning, well deployed and also with complementary skills.  

Both the directors hold a master degree from Blekinge Institute of Technology in Industrial 

Economics and Management (Specializations: Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Business 

Development). Rakesh Pallati has a degree in Computer Science Engineering and has experience 

in managing a business, networking and technical support.  

Navaneethan also holds the same management degree and in addition to Master’s has a 

bachelor’s degree in Electronics and Communication and has good skills in general management, 

embedded systems & tools and has experience in web design and development. 



Rakesh Pallati is responsible for overall business development and management activities. He 

will be responsible for all the office management operations, accounts receivable and payable, 

and also marketing.  

Nagarjun, MBA from Alliance business school, and has 2 years experience in online marketing, 

B2B and B2C. He will be responsible for chief operations officer and sales manager. He will be 

responsible for the contracts and demonstration of the service and its benefits to the restaurant 

management.  

Navaneethan will serve as chief technology officer along with the team and will lead web design 

and development. He will be responsible for the software technology and its development. 

Green Touch Company consists of 3 managing members and in addition to this we have 4 more 

employees as sales representatives. The payroll for next 3 years is summarized based on our 

expenditures in the following table; 

Personnel Plan

2013 2014 2015

Rakesh INR 333,600 INR 500,500 INR 667,300 

Navanee INR 333,600 INR 500,500 INR 667,300 

Nagarjun INR 333,600 INR 500,500 INR 667,300 

Customer support INR 667,200 INR 934,330 INR 1,567,800 

Total People 7 7 10 

Total Payroll INR 1,668,000 INR 2,435,830 INR 3,569,700 



The start-up expenses mentioned in the below table is sufficient to start the business initially. It includes 

the development of software, office equipment, utilities, etc. 

Start up expenses                      cost  

Insurance INR 22,000 

Registration fees INR 25,000 

Software development INR 1,100,000 

Website development INR 50,000 

Payroll INR 140,000 

Office rent INR 10,000 

Computer  INR 84,000 

Internet  INR 2,500 

Electricity bill INR 2,000 

Phone bill INR 3,000 

Brouchers INR 20,000 

Marketing & advertising  INR 200,000 

Travelling  INR 10,000 

Utilities  INR 25,000 

Total start up expenses INR 1,693,500

Additional Cash required  INR 550,000 

Total  INR 2,243,500

We have calculated all our costs where Green Touch will reach its Break-Even in the month of 

December of its first year operations. The total revenues and baring all our start-up expenses 

used to calculate the break even analysis.  
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Profit and Loss    

  2013  2014 2015 

Sales   3,710,000    16,457,000    34,153,000  

    

Expenses    

Payroll   1,668,000    2,435,830    3,569,700  

Marketing & advertising              200,000
   

  200,000   200,000 

Rent  120,000    120,000   120,000 

Utilities   25,000    25,000   25,000 

Insurance   22,000    22,000   22,000 

Electricity bill   18,000   18,000   18,000 

Phone bill   24,000    24,000   24,000 

Travelling   90,000   90,000   90,000 

Maintenance   24,000   24,000   24,000 

    

Total Operating Expenses 2,191,000  2,958,830  4,092,700 

    

Total  Sales   3,710,000   16,457,000    34,153,000  

Net Profit 1,519,000  13,498,170  30,060,300  

 

The table shows you the cash flow for the three years. All the cash used from the operations and 

the cash spent which shows the net cash flow in the company.  

Cash Flow    

  2013 2014 2015 
Cash Received    
    
Cash from Operations    
Cash from Operations   3,710,000    16,457,000   34,153,000  
Subtotal Cash Received 3,710,000 13,917,000 20,832,000 

    
Expenditures  2013 2014 2015 

    
Expenditures from Operations    
Cash Spending 1,668,000 2,435,830 3,069,700 
Bill Payments 568,689 3,615,046 5,490,661 
Subtotal Cash Spent 2,236,689 6,050,876 8,560,361 

    
Net Cash Flow 1,473,312 7,866,124 12,271,639 
Cash Balance 2,235,812 10,101,936 22,373,575 



Green Touch offer 40% of its total acquisition of the company in ex-change of INR 2,434,000. 

The remaining 60% will be owned by the co-founders of the company and has full rights to run 

the company. The cash raised by the investors INR 2,434,000 will be sufficient to cover all the 

costs required to run the business which has been planned according to the business plan. This is 

the great opportunity for the investors to step into the Indian market which is the fastest growing 

in the world.



 



RAKESH PALLATI-REFLECTION COVER 

“Passion! Conviction! Tenacity! Without these traits, few entrepreneurs could endure 

the challenges, the setbacks, the twists in the road that lie between their often path-breaking 

ideas – opportunities, as they call them – and the fulfillment of their entrepreneurial dreams.” - 

John W. Mullins 

My journey as an Entrepreneur, started at the age of 21, without any prior knowledge 

about business management, I was into a new start-up company back in India. I was young and 

had no experience in any business, only basics about a business as my family was into business 

since many years. I was graduated from JNTU University with a degree in Computer Science 

and Engineering, but always my passion was to become an entrepreneur. There are some reasons 

about my passion to become an entrepreneur, my Father was self-employed and was a business 

man since past 30 years, and I was the closest person to look into my Dad’s business since my 

childhood. I looked his successes and also failures very closely and always thought to become an 

entrepreneur. There are some other factors like financial background, as we belonged to middle 

class living family and always thinking to earn lot of money for my family and this was also the 

reason to choose to become an entrepreneur. After finishing my Engineering I started a small 

software firm; Due to lack of resources and inexperience in managing a business, it was much 

more difficult to handle a firm with 25 employees and was about to become worse in next 

quarter so I had to quit from the company with less than one year in operations. This was the 

toughest period in my life and every failure is a lesson for everyone, as this was one of my 

lessons. I was still passionate about business and always dreaming about my own business, there 

I decided to have a degree in masters of business administration (MBA). Finally I got an 

admission in Masters in Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Business Development at 

Blekinge Tekniska Högskola. 

My entrepreneurial process started at Blekinge Tekniska Högskola, Even though the 

programme (MIEBD) was new but it was one of the best Programme in the University. I was 

really interested in learning new things in my life and this programme really helped me to put my 



steps into entrepreneurial track. In our 2 years of course period, there were different courses in 

our programme which gained me knowledge in many areas and pushed me closer to start my 

new journey as an entrepreneur.  

 

 Every thing starts with an Idea and every idea has a story behind it. I believe that every 

starting point for developing a new business ideas lies inside an entrepreneur rather than in the 

laboratory, marketplace, business plan etc. There are many factors which made me as an 

entrepreneur and nascent entrepreneur- The Intent of becoming an entrepreneur, Motivation, Self 

Confidence, My role model in business, Origin/Race, Ethnicity and most importantly my 

Knowledge. An entrepreneur himself/herself is the most critical component- it is completely their 

strengths and weaknesses where they should dedicate the areas in which to seek business ideas 

and more likely scope & scale of their business.  

Even in the middle of my academic studies, there was one course Entrepreneurship in the 

1st year which really helped me to think out of my box. Then I started thinking about business 

ideas, business concept, and market research on the ideas. My entrepreneurial process started 

form this course and I have come up with many ideas. But choosing a particular idea from 

different ideas is a challenge part as we have to dig deeper into the market and the value it brings 

to the customers.  I always wanted to start an online web base company which provides services 

for the customers, B2C was my first priority and I was also thinking much about the services 

which can be new and innovative. The education background was computer science engineering 

and was good in technology and E-commerce. I was good in developing a website as I have my 

own website blog on new business ideas/innovative ideas, www.bizzideas.com; so basically 

having knowledge about technology, database management, websites I thought to go for an 

online business. India is my origin country and the online shopping market industry is fast 

catching on, not only in large metropolitan cities but also in small town/cities. At present the 

market is estimating about Rs.4600 million and was growing at 100 per cent per year4.  



As internet penetration was growing in a rapid speed in India, past 2-3 years the online 

shopping grown at a rapid speed with more than 100 million internet users. I started thinking 

about E-commerce business in India and came-up with two business ideas based upon E-

commerce which were an online mobile recharge platform and online grocery shopping. But I 

preferred to the ideas which were completely based on E-commerce and involves with new 

platform/technology to start it. Online mobile recharge & SMS recharge was my business idea in 

the course where I had prepared a sample business plan on the basis of Indian market. It really 

helped me in different ways as I could know more about the market and also came across about 

different businesses which have some potential in the market. The other business idea was to 

start online grocery shopping website in India. There were number of online mobile recharge in 

the market but my plan was to provide recharge with simple SMS process. The customer does 

not even require having an internet connection in order to recharge the mobile, as customer can 

just send a message to get recharge. The idea was completely new and I have worked on it for 

many days. Everything was good until The Government of India (TRAI) Telecom Regulation 

Authority of India has introduced new regulations on number of message send to a customer by 

companies. It was limited to just 100 messages can be send from any company to their 

customers. It means we are supposed to send only 100 customers a day, so my plan was stopped 

after these regulations as I could not do much about this. The other business idea was also facing 

some issues regarding the adaptability and customers directly shopping behavior form the 

supermarket made me to think some other idea.  

Then I thought to find something new and innovative idea which should not exist in the 

market. Then one day when I was having a conversation with my college mate in India, he was 

explaining about the crowded restaurants and waiting time period and with some issues of bad 

service in restaurant. This was the same problem I was facing in my life when I was a student. 

Then I started thinking about the restaurants, how can we change the service and also provide a 

good environment without waiting long time in a lobby or in the dining table.  

 As I do not have much knowledge about hospitality industry, I started contacting     some 

of my friends in India as some of their families run restaurants. I have discussed with for more 

than 10 restaurant owners about their issues regarding the waiting time period, customers 

satisfaction about their services and other factors. Also I have talked with many of the guests to 



the restaurants about their dining experience. Most of them were concerned about the issues but 

cannot do much about the issues. They I thought thinking about all the issues and problems for 

both management as well as customers and finally came up with an Idea of Digital Menus. 

Initially it was not easy for me as the idea was completely based on new technology. As we need 

to develop new software with can be easily integrated with all tablets and Ipads; also should be 

user friendly to the restaurant guests. I was really confused in some areas where one of my 

friends helped me as he was professional in developing web application, mobile & Ipad 

applications. The combination of food and science together in a restaurant industry was 

completely new and but soon I realized that it was a feasible idea. Indian hospitality industry is 

one of the biggest in the world and as I went deeper into the market research I came to know that 

there is a huge potential in the market. Initial the idea was shared with Navaneethan and I 

explained him about the core concept of the idea and how it works. He was interested to work 

along with me and then we started working together. 

As I know that we had a good business idea and it really solves some problems of 

customers, but initially the development of entire business concept was not that smooth as I was 

confused where to focus. I know that we need to improve some of the edges of the idea as it was 

completely based on technology. My idea was to develop Digital menu software which can be 

integrated with Ipad’s and android tablets and these tablets are placed in a restaurant where a 

customer can order their food directly from the table instead of waiting for a waiter. It saves time 

and also can able to order number of time, provide entertainment, feedback, and most 

importantly can avoid bad behavior of the waiters. Digital menus provide benefits for both 

restaurant owners as well as customers of the restaurant. Developing software is not easy as we 

need to focus on different areas. I had contacted some mobile application developing companies 

in India and they were ready to develop this software. As I started pitching my idea to my 

friends, teachers and entrepreneurs, everyone started giving me comments and feedback which 

really helped me to focus more on different areas. 



 Now we have a business idea and the concept, but toughest part is to write a business 

plan. It is important to write well structured business plan in order to understand what all 

resources are required and how to get them, to be able to exploit the defined opportunity and 

most importantly how to operate a new start up company Hisrisch et al (2005). We focused on 

the resources which are required to manage a new company and how to get them.  

 The entire project was completely new and we do not have any competitors in the market. 

We will take the initiative to come first in the market with this idea. But our key elements were 

to identify the future competitors, indirect competitors and look into the business models and 

also estimate the market size and industry. Our business model was SaaS (Software as a Service) 

business model. Market research is most important for any business to know whether your idea 

has a potential or not. But marketing research is a big process and has no boundaries to know 

how to start and when to finish.  

 We had a course in our 2nd year Business Plan & Design by Anders Nelsson. This course 

was really helpful for us to form a good business plan structure and we used the same structure to 

write our business plan. During the process of developing business plan we planned to go with 

this structure focusing on each segment. Everything was good until we reached to write our 

financial projections. As I was not completely from accounts and finance related background, I 

was bit confused and faced a hard time in this segment. As our business model was SaaS, it has 

different calculations compared to normal business model. We have to calculate the entire sales 

and revenues in completely different way as it has subscriptions. I had to take some help from 

my friends who are good in accounts and finance. We had calculated all the start-up expenses 

and how much we are going to generate in the starting years.  

 We had article seminars during our master’s project which really helped me to know 

more knowledge in different areas, and one of the articles by S. Sarasvathy (2001) calculations in 

financial theory and J. Ebbena and A. Johnson (2006) define financial bootstrapping as “a 

collection of methods used to minimize the amount of outside dept. and equity financing needed 

from banks and investors” and Winborg and Landström (2009), divided different bootstrapping 

techniques into six different clusters:  



1. Owner and relatives 

2. Management of accounts receivable  

3. Sharing and borrowing resources among businesses  

4. Delaying payments  

5. Minimization of investment and  

6. Subsidies.  

 

The articles were useful to know about financial resources. Some of the clusters can be 

useful and some are really tricky like as the idea is completely new 1. Friends and others contacts 

in the same network and also more importantly software developers. 5. Cut down the costs on 

different areas like management team and software development in order to minimize the 

investment at the startup. All these bootstrapping techniques were somehow made me to think in 

a different way to find the financial support for my business plan. The article by S. Sarasvathy 

(2001) on processes of causation and effectuation was also useful in the process of our business 

plan. We consider that our process of developing the business plan depends on the resources, 

which was effectuation as it was based on the resources of the restaurant. We follow the 

traditional paper menus and waiters in the restaurants and to change the entire service system in 

the restaurant, so considering all these existing factors in the restaurants we came up with some 

more ideas in the developing the suitable software for digital E-menus. 

 

Until now I was done with all my basics in writing a business plan. I was provided with 

comments and feedback from the teachers, entrepreneurs, BTH incubators.  I managed to 

improve the quality and the content in the business plan all the time. Every time when I was 

pitching my idea to all my friends and teachers gave me a good comments and feedback. 

Receiving all these feedback would really be helpful when I pitch the idea in front of Real 

Dragon’s. As I started with a business idea and it took a shape of serious business plan and 

describes how this idea generates money for those who invest money in my project. My 

complete business plan was ready and I was fully confident on my business idea to pitch to the 

investors. As my business plan has all the potentials which are required for any good business 

plan in order to raise funds from the investors. Finally it was the day to present my business plan 

in front of Dragon’s Den. The presentations was held in Cafeteria J building where there a stage 



set up with many potential Investors were ready to hear about my business plan. I presented good 

and defended my business plan very well. Many of the investors were really interested in 

investing in my project as they need to look the Beta version of the software. Later on the day 

there was an award ceremony for the best project, best student and best thesis, in which I got the 

best project award for my business plan. This was the happiest moment, as I can smell good 

potential for my business plan in the future. 

  

During the process of developing the business plan, I met with many people, spend my 

journey with other nascent entrepreneurs, discussed about my business idea; every one believed 

that my idea has a potential. As my business plan was based on the technical and I remember that 

Liao, J., Welsch, H., (2008) that most of the process is quite similar between technical and non-

technical start-ups. The learning process during this period was productive and I learned many 

things during my two years course period. Before starting to develop a business plan many thing 

were going around my mind as how to start a business and acquire all the resources to run the 

business. Now I have managed all these questions and doubts about starting a business though 

this learning process. The article seminars, the guest entrepreneurs, BTH incubator helped me to 

expand my knowledge. The feedback from the guests also made me to think more about the plan 

and focus on the areas where I was lacking. I would like to also get feedback on every 

submission of the business plan versions as it would be more useful for us to focus on the areas 

where we can do more in content and theoretical writing. Also the articles seminars can be 

conducted according to the business plan writing process so that students can get to know much 

about the information like financial bootstrapping and also the process of causation and 

effectuation. 

This was my last project in my university and I am really excited that I had pitched my 

idea to the investors and got positive response from them in order to raise funds for my business 

plan. Every one dreams to become an entrepreneur and I was also dreaming about this from 

many years; and starting up a new venture is a great experience. The knowledge which I 

acquired during this business plan project will be useful especially for my future projects as I can 

say that I have a wider perspective of things.  
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Navaneethan Govindaraju 

Reflection cover 

Generating a new innovative business idea is not as easy as we think. Idea starts with a hunch or 
hypothesis in our mind. This occurs whenever we face a problem in our day to day life activities 
and finally when we search for a solution or to rectify the problem statement will result in 
generations of new business idea. But after several experimentation, brainstorming and 
modification build on the pain statement with more comprehensive angles finally we produce an 
innovative idea. 

The purpose of this report is to reflection about the knowledge and experience gained during the 
two years of education mostly on entrepreneurial activities. In combinations of factors like, 
decision making, problem solving and strategy formation.  Here this reflection cover illustrates 
about the step by step process of my business plan. At the end of entrepreneurial education 
process how to bridge the theoretical knowledge into real work.  

Ideas are the biggest assets of any business. During my second year of master degree I studied a 
course called entrepreneurship. This is the strong foundation where I learned and realized the 
real essence of the entire program; about how to generate a business plan. Initially I started with 
my own idea which is basically a product and service based business plan. This business plan 
came to my own perspective since I faced few problems when I worked with my father in 
farming activities. I thought of attempting new facilities for the welfare of small farmers. But 
while discussing with my mentor I came to know that it really takes more than the estimated time 
to finish the project and decided to work on another plan. The reason behind to choose another 
plan is this plan needs both qualitative and quantitative data. Since working from remote place is 
little difficult and challenging one for this project mostly we need direct contact with the people 
to take survey. But I kept this idea as my long term project plan. Often it is not advisable for any 



entrepreneurs not to fall immediate to business idea unless making a deeper research thinking 
that it will bring a huge to success (Townsend et al-2010) 

There’s no good idea that can’t be improved on- Michael Eisner 

Secondly when I joined my business partner (Rakesh) to work with him on a technology based 
project (Green Touch). Since we both are from engineering background we felt easy to 
understanding the technical concepts and sharing knowledge. This business idea is unique, which 
is based on software as a service (SaaS) for all the hospitality industries. During development of 
my business plan, I learned to think practically from the customer’s point of view; for example 
whether this business plan will work in real time when it is implemented in a restaurant. Every 
time our decision will not be right in some situation our strategy maybe falsified in those cases 
we need help from our team experts and get clarified.  

As a team player motivation is very much important to keep the work progress. Since we worked 
in a team I learned to keep my deadlines while working and seek help from my team mate 
whenever I am in trouble. My confidence level increases gradually as I learn and build new 
things to the business plan every day.  

Starting with an active performance in my business plan gives me a strong confidence and also 
keeps motivates me in learning the entrepreneurial track. This was interesting and challenging 
one, to take my own creative and innovative business ideas into the real world. But in practical 
life only few entrepreneurs’ ideas would come live and successful. Every idea is worth, 
depending upon the understanding capabilities and the concepts of the business idea (Liao & 
Welsch). 

Our Green Touch business plan is a software sales project. In this project we need three kinds of 
experts to work first one is technical people who can develop the software based on the customer 
requirement, it is not necessary to be a expert in developing a software but little knowledge on it 
will help to communicate with the developer and also to the customers. We got this expert in our 
team who can work on this technical domain, secondly marketing and sales to know about the 
market segment since my business partner is from the same place he knows well about the 
market finally the managerial activities. 

This idea of software sales on digital menu system came because we face a lot of problem while 
visiting a restaurant in India. So we thought to make a good solution for this problem with the 
help of software technologies and make a business opportunity by providing an easy and modern 
way of serving food to the customers as well as to the restaurant management. We planned the 
entire business plan, strategies and finally will test the digital menu software in one of friend’s 
restaurant located in the same place.  



This is the beginning stage where we kick start for the business plan which is an idea. Here it’s 
all about with an abstract of our pain statement to build solutions with the software. At this stage 
we were able to figure out only the market and the benefits. This pain statement was experienced 
by my friend often while visiting a restaurant in India. As me and my business partner have a 
strong background in engineering we implemented our academic experience into real time work. 
As our business needs more technical knowledge to understand and implement which is also 
referred as technology based entrepreneurship (TBE). Since Green Touch deals with digital 
menu software, cloud computing technologies, point of sales (POS) and website design these 
factors are full of technologies. Our education background is from engineering and our interest 
towards this business plan increase our confidence level to accomplish the idea into real time. 
The author says that confidence level is one of the ability to perform task relevant to 
entrepreneurship (David M.Townsend).  

During this phase of business concept identifying the competitors and how to generate money 
out of the business plan called the business model. Market research on the target market is done 
for which internet is the main source to collect some quantitative type of information to the 
business.  

Each step in the development of business plan makes an additional improvement to the 
document. Here at this stage we organized our management team, me and my business partner 
(Rakesh) and also we have an experienced sales and marketing person who can handle both B2B 
and B2C (Nagarjun). Each of us has excellent knowledge in electronics and communication and 
computer science engineering and also masters in management. We look ourselves strong to 
develop the business plan with our relevant educational background. 

At this stage we gained the entire skeleton of the business plan except the financial plan. We are 
able to analyze and calculate the startup expense of the business. Competitive edge and strategy 
formulation are more important and challenging part to achieve in the business plan document. 



But at this stage we were only able to organize the management team with payroll for five years 
plan. 

Sales forecast is calculated at this stage we found out own strategy to sell our product and service 
to the customers. The business plan will be worth when revenue generation strategy is made to 
create profit. But we find difficulties in calculating the operating cost and revenue generation 
from the business. We faced problem in deciding market strategy and the sales strategy. Since 
we had churn rate to calculate the subscription plan. We contacted financial and accounts experts 
to achieve this task. And also we consulted (Information & Technology) software developers for 
the software development and its cost required. We took help from my friends who were already 
working right now in MNC’s as author Winborg and Landstrom says this as bootstrapping in 
sharing and seeking help from others. 

Initially we choose all the restaurants into account but later when we made a research that very 
high end restaurants never use software and devices they clearly look for good hospitality so 
later we decided to make our target towards middle and high end restaurants. This is our target 
segment. During our dragon den presentation we received queries that are the company going to 
provide devices. But providing devices are our future plans for now the Green Touch provides 
only software packages. Many comments are very much useful to improve our business plan. As 
experienced person or mentor is very much need to improve and rectify the mistakes done on the 
business plan.  

At this phase we developed the business plan document with the entire strong figure in financial 
plan. The suggestions and comments during our presentation were very much useful to complete 
the overall business plan. The financial plan is calculated for next five years which includes 
profit and sales. From investors point of view breakeven point calculation is very important, with 
the help of the startup expenses, fixed cost and variable cost. During creation of business plan 
provides experience in managing. Presentation and documentation skills are the two important 
things which is very much needed for a management person; this business plan designing helped 
me a lot to improve in these two areas too. After this I can develop my own business plan in a 
estimated duration with all the requirements and present it in front of dragons. This is not only 
for my entrepreneurial track but also in an organization (Intrapreneur) which can improve a 
mangers performance in their old business plan or a new kind of business plan.  

Overall during my entrepreneurial activities in this project I learned and understood the real 
essence of entrepreneurship. The valuable knowledge gained right from generation of business 



idea, development of business plan, market analysis, strategy, implementation plan, sales 
forecast, financial projections and offers to investors. And also to write a business plan which is 
very much important while raising funds.  

During these two years of learning periods the knowledge gained helped me to develop an entire 
business plan with a small spark of idea. I also had a great opportunity to meet many experienced 
nascent entrepreneurs to share some their experiences. And also this motivates me to create 
excellent business plan in future as a professional entrepreneur or as an intrapreneur which can 
also be closely related to company as a business developer. Over all in future I can make a 
business plan with good market analysis, strategy formulation, management team i.e. employees 
required for to run the business successfully, calculating the start up expenditure needed to start 
the business and finally the estimated profit and loss in financial plan. As reality all these are just 
the assumption when we put the idea into real time process is the challenging task to achieve. 
Experience in the relevant business is also additional advantages for the development of 
successful business plan.  
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